
 
 
 
 

Spirituality Here and Now! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Your very question is a sign to me of a new moment in spirituality; a time of 
questions and not answers. 
 

 Personally and as CNDs I think our spirituality has evolved and is evolving in 
response to GRACE ... i.e. the calls and challenges and nudges and shocks of the 
reality of life day-by-day. 

 
 
 

Visitation Blessings 

Tapping into the spiritual wisdom among us, we received this 
reflection. Our Spirituality Committee was inspired and 

wanted to share it with ALL of us as a VISITATION gift. 
 



 Maybe it use to be easier to name a spirituality (Ignatian, Augustinian, etc.) and 
see ourselves “working away” at ‘sanctity.’ Today, I just know that I am being 
drawn into the truth of God, of goodness, of wholeness and subsequent unity 
that is, I believe, what spirituality is all about. 
 

 What enhances that process/reality? Our daring to let go of pre-conceived 
notions ... especially of God ... and living into the unknown of letting ourselves 
be drawn into mystery. We are living in a most challenging age ... a most 
amazing age, as well. Our ever-expanding consciousness (not a catch phrase but 
what I truly believe God is doing in us, in all of creation) has no room for 
smallness or easy answers ...too much is at stake.  
 

 Our reading, our reflections on inter-relatedness and inter–connectedness are 
ways we take in and gradually become the unity of which we speak/desire.  

 
 Be it the Occasional Papers, the works of the current writers who call us into 

Creation spirituality, into the Mystery of God in ways theology alone can’t quite 
do.  

 
 Our concrete efforts to live internationality....a constant call to openness, daring 

to be touched and changed by ‘other’ ... worldviews, image of God, values, etc. 
 

 Faith sharing, wisdom circles, mission groups ... anytime we dare to be open, to 
trust one another with our deeper truths. 

 
 Long-term planning: it may sound strange to use this example but the heart of it 

is all about sustainable living and responsible choices. 
 

 Seeing all as sacred and daring to challenge all dichotomy ... maybe firstly of the 
so-called sacred vs. secular ... in God there is no division! 

 
 Our on-going attention to “Simplicity for Mission” highlights for me our desires 

and actual concrete efforts to ‘incarnate’ our spirituality ...individually and 
communally. 

 
 Personally, every time I encounter the women at a shelter where I am present,  I 

feel my faith tested, my spirituality called into authenticity ...knowing they 
represent women and men all across our planet earth who are victims, not 
problems ... add our war victims and our climate victims and a disengaged 
spirituality is no longer an option. 
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